
Naming Collisions in the
Web3 Domain - Future
Challenges
The web3 domain is a decentralized network built on top of blockchain

technology that enables users to interact with each other in a trustless

environment. One of the challenges faced by this new decentralized internet

is naming collisions. But what exactly are they?



What is Web3 Domain?

Decentralized

The web3 domain is a

decentralized network that

eliminates the need to trust

centralized intermediaries by

enabling trustless interactions

between users.

Blockchain Based

Web3 domains use blockchain

technology to create a tamper-

proof and transparent record of all

transactions and interactions that

occur on the network.

Open-Source

Web3 is built on an open-source

architecture that is accessible and

transparent to all. This enables

developers to easily build and

deploy decentralized applications

on the network.



What are Naming Collisions?

1 Definition

Naming collisions occur when

two or more entities on a

network have the same

identifier, such as a domain

name or smart contract name.

2 Dangers

These collisions can lead to

confusion, loss of digital

assets, and even security

breaches, as hackers can

take advantage of the naming

collision to deceive users.



Types of Naming Collisions

Handshake Collisions

This type of collision occurs when

two parties claim the same

domain name.

Smart Contract Collisions

When multiple smart contracts

use the same name on the

network, it results in a smart

contract naming collision.

Web Domain Collisions

In the web3 domain, web

domains can collide when two

parties claim the same domain

name.



Examples of Naming Collisions

Microsoft v. Mike Row
Soft

In 2003, Microsoft sued

Mike Rowe and his company

over the use of the

trademarked name

“Microsoft”. The case was

dismissed, and Mike Row

Soft was allowed to keep

their name.

Ethereum Naming
Service (ENS)

The ENS was created to

prevent naming collisions, it

enables users to register their

unique domain names on the

Ethereum blockchain.

Cryptocurrency
Scams

Criminals use naming

collisions to impersonate

legitimate cryptocurrency

projects and exchanges to

steal users' funds.



Impact of Naming Collisions

1

Confusion

Naming collisions can create confusion and

damage the user experience on the network.

2

Loss of Digital Assets

Collisions can also result in the loss of digital

assets, as multiple parties may claim ownership

over the same domain name or smart contract.

3

Security Vulnerabilities

Naming collisions create security vulnerabilities

that can be exploited by hackers and bad

actors.



Future Challenges

Handshake Domains

Handshake is a decentralized

domain name system built on top

of the Bitcoin blockchain. It will

aid in resolving naming collisions

and other domain name system

challenges in the web3 space.

Smart Contract Standards

Establishing smart contract

standards and naming

conventions will help prevent

smart contract naming collisions

and ensure interoperability

between different decentralized

applications on the web3

network.

Educating Users

It is essential to educate users

about naming collisions and the

importance of taking the

necessary precautions to avoid

them. Awareness will go a long

way in mitigating the problem in

the future.



Steps to Mitigate Naming Collisions

1 Pre-Registration

Services such as ENS

allows users to register

their domain names,

reducing the chances of

naming collisions in the

future.

2 Clear Naming
Conventions

Users should adopt clear

naming conventions to

avoid similar names with

other entities, reducing the

likelihood of collisions.

3 Standardization

Developers should come

up with standard naming

conventions to promote

interoperability between

different applications and

avoid naming collisions.


